denied a large part of domestic cultural inheritance and rejected most contemporary developments in the arts and humanities of the West. This ideology, while undoubtedly leaving its imprints on buildings, has also strongly influenced the literature of architecture. The Architectural lournal, sponsored by the Chinese Building Ministry, is one of the most prominent publications in the profession. Inaugurated in 1954, the Journal established its authentic status with numerous academic and professional articles that served as an invaluable resource for the Chinese architectural communit)'. However, during its first three decades, the Journal experienced intensive interactions between scholarship and politics, which are in many ways more comprehensive than the actual buildings for understanding Chinese socialist architecture.
Thematic structure
Although the lournal is a professional publication, at its inception the topics of its articles were often determined by politics. Taking cues from the Soviet Union, the Journal's inaugural statement declared that their foremost commitment was to further the goals and attitudes of the Chinese Communist Party. ' The Journal also published numerous articles on Soviet architecture. Out of the seven feature articles in the first issue, three were translations of official Soviet documents on building and construction. For the fine arts at large, a policy of "sociahst content and national form" was established. In architecture, this policy supported historical revivalism that combined massive modern edifices with the traditional roofs forms of old palaces.-The rhetoric that was used held that old palaces, though having served the rulers in the past, were created by the people and represented the people's wisdom; their form could therefore be proudly used for today's socialist architecture. However, in late 1954, the authorities in the Soviet Union began to attack the costly architectural style favored during the Stalin era.^This was again echoed in China as part of an ongoing Anti-Waste campaign that attacked the irresponsible use of financial and material resources. Architectural Journal, April-May 1966, p. 31.] . The architecture of gandalei was also exemplary of the tradition of "self-reliance," a successful strategy used by the Communists in their difficult days during the 1930s and 1940s, and two decades later when China experienced serious economic problems. Moreover, the low, egalitarian living quality associated with this construction was believed to help suppress the bourgeois lifestyle, and thus made gandalei a symbol of proletarian ideals. 5 Aroused by this propaganda and. fueled by naive enthusiasm, gandalei swept all construction sites in the country between 1965 and 1966. Locally found materials and backward methods were preferred to the factory made and technically advanced ones. In extreme cases, construction teams simply went out to find mud to build with, and set aside standard bricks that had already been shipped to the site.Î n February 1966, the Journal published two articles on gandalei. The first one discussed the political significance of applying gandalei in contemporary constructions. It used extensive quotes from political documents and provided technical evidence from old buildings of similar construction type [ Figure 2 & 3]. The second article reported a design project that involved gandalei construction.'' In subsequent gandalei articles, the concept was extended to any construction that did not involve modern technology. Most of these articles were formulated with a statement of the political importance of gandalei and a description of adapting primitive construction types in design.
Ideological Elements
In the context of a socialist ideology that controlled all intellectual activities, the policy established was "utility, economy and aesthetic consideration when conditions permit." It was widely used in both academic and political writings. It appeared in the aforementioned Anti-Waste editorial as the source of correct building theory. However, when the policy was first instituted, professional articles rarely mentioned it. It was after the 1957 Anti-Rightist campaign, which suppressed any doubt of the Communist Party's correctness, that the profession recognized the political authority of such a policy and began to incorporate it in their writings. 
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At this symposium, Professor Liang Sicheng praised the poHcy. A 1924 graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, Liang was one of China's most respected scholars for his contributions in the scholarship of Chinese architectural history. While his academic beliefs had all developed out of the past and from the West, he often spoke publicly of embracing sociaUst ideology. This dual attitude was reflected in his comments on architectural policy at the 1959 symposium. Although Liang mentioned the apparent similarity between Vitruvius' trilogy and the socialist architectural policy, he nevertheless viewed the policy as an entirely newcreation of the policy maker:
Since the ancient time, numerous architectural theoreticians have repeatedly said that the three elements of the architecture were "commodity, firmness and delight." In the heritage of human history, we can indeed find a large number of buildings that present these three elements. In 1953 the Central Committee of our Party put forth the policy of "utility, economy, and, if possible, beauty." This is a great creation in architectural theory.^'' Reverence towards the policy can also be understood as a tactic to protect scholarship; many theory articles treated the policy as an appended element, without drawing a logical connection to the discussion. Mu Xingyuan, for example, used this method in his June 1964 article.
He opened the article with a statement that attributed China's architectural achievements to the policy. Then, throughout the remainder of the article, he discussed the relationship between Emphasizing the cultural differences between socialism and capitalism was another central theme in socialist ideology. This doctrine rejected many ideas in contemporary Western architecture, such as expressionism and fiinctionalism, that were often labeled as "capitalist architectural ideas."'^In the early days of the Journal, contemporary Western architecture was occasionally discussed without ideological bias, as in the article by Luo Weidong on the works of Mies van de Robe, or in the one by Zhou Puyi on Walter Gropius.'-' After the Anti-Rightist campaign, however, Western architecture disappeared from the Journal for several years. Then, in November 1962, the Journal published an article titled "Some Problems of Contemporary Architecture in Capitalist Countries." This article recognized the progressive nature of early modernist architecture as it replaced the historically more "backward" classicism; however, the works of Eero Saarinen, Le Corbusier, Hugh Stubbins, and other popular Western architects were labeled as formalism-a bad cultural ingredient according to socialist ideology. The article concluded that "such a mess" was inevitable in capitalist countries, where architecture was essentially hopeless.'* The denial of contemporary Western architecture also dominated an article written by Wu Huanjia in June 1964. The subject of this article was the nomination of distinguished buildings held recently in the American Architectural Forum. The nominated projects included the Pepsi-Cola Headquarters by SOM, state buildings by Oscar Niemeyer, the TWA Terminal by Eero Saarinen, and Richards Medical Laboratories by Louis Kahn. The article described these buildings as "strange," "confusing," "ugly," and "meaningless", and heaped upon them great mockery and abhorrence. 'Ô ne may contend that the anti-capitalist formula served a function similar to the tactic of using architectural policy as a political umbrella. But in Wu's article, the entire text was composed of invectives against capitalist architecture, and the bias was so strong that it could only suggest the author's firm belief in socialist ideology. Sixteen years later, when political pressure on scholarship was greatly loosened, Wu still maintained his abhorrence against Western modern art in a chapter he contributed to a college textbook. 'F lexibility and Dualism Politically promoted topics usually met supportive responses in the Journal. Occasionally, different voices could also be heard. In a symposium on gandalei organized by the Journal, a few authors were allowed to express their reservations. Zhou Genliang, for example, questioned the practical feasibility of adopting a single construction type nationwide, and contended that following a political fashion without considering local conditions was questionable.'" Another paper, presented by Huang Kangyu, warned that to imitate gandalei by lowering construction standards would inevitably result in poor durability and reduced safety.'* Given the political seriousness of the subject, these disagreements, though moderate in their tone, were indeed very noteworthy.
In addition to these occasional dissenters, the Journal also published a small number of straight scholastic works that did not come with a political umbrella. One of them was Zheng Guangfii's article, "On Simplicity and Superfluousness of Architectural Decoration," published in January 1963." In this article, Zheng compared the differences in visual effect between heavily decorated and plain buildings. He used Le Corbusier's Villa Savoye, Mies van der Robe's Tugendhat House, and Frank Lloyd Wright's Kaufmann House as examples for analysis [ Figure 4 & 5], without the ideological precaution that one would otherwise expect in such contexts. While Zheng's writing represented a high degree of thematic integrity, articles involving stronger political influence could also be scholastically informative. This was exemplified in the articles produced around the political campaign, "Criticizing Lin Biao and Confucius," in the mid-1970s. The stated purpose of this campaign was to blame the Confucian doctrine as the philosophical source for Lin Biao, the Communist Party's vice chairman who died when fleeing from an unsuccessful coup.-'^In the past, numerous temples had been erected to worship Confucius as a deified master teacher. Of all these worshipping sites, the largest and most sacred was the templeresidence compound in Confucius' hometown Qufu, in Shandong Province. The compound is also a prominent site in Chinese architectural history. These architectural attributes established a unique connection between the temple-residence compound and political criticism. The article by Wu Liangyong in the ]une 1975 Journal argued that, since Confucian doctrine provided the ethics and legitimacy for the old rulers, the worshipping of Confucius must be condemned, and with it the compound for its important role in facilitating Confucianism.^' However, an article published in August 1974 presented serious scholarship within the same political confines.--Entitled "The Temple of Confucius in Qufu and the Struggle Between Revering and Opposing Confucius," this article set out with a statement that the study of the site was to deepen the criticism of Confucius. The article also aligned itself with the politics by blaming the old rulers' admiration of Confucius and praising the peasant rebellions against Confusianism. The article then presented a well-organized cluster of historical data about the compound, from its original to current condition, from historical events on the site to its rebuilding and repair, including costs and concurrent political and cultural background. The article also described the damages to the compound caused by peasant rebellions [ Figure 6 ]. Returning to the political theme, the article concluded that although the compound had historically served as the center place for worshipping Confucius, its architectural value could not be denied as it was, after all, the creation of the people.
Structured both as political criticism extended to architecture and as academic study fashioned with political idioms, this article offered a dual reading for both political and professional interests. In fact, many writings involving political themes also exhibited this dual quality.
For example, the gandalei articles could be considered as critical for the study of vernacular building. The dual reading was also offered in the articles published in late 1958, when the People's Commune was established in rural areas. Installed as government units that also controlled local economy and communal life, the Commune was heralded as a giant step that brought the country closer to a communist society. The Journal immediately filled its pages with articles on the People's Commune. Although the idea of the Commune was often discussed using Utopian terms, proposals for specific, localized communes turned out to be carefully studied regional and town plans [ Figure 7 ]. These plans were not only professionally appreciable, but also practically appropriate for the vast rural population in China.
In retrospect, we find that when political control was relatively restrained, the dualism between politics and scholarship would favor the latter. For this reason the Journal became the target of the next pohtical criticism twice: once in 1955, during the Anti-Waste campaign and again in 1965, during the Design Revolution.--^During the Cultural Revolution, the Journal was suspended again for seven years. Intertwined with the dramatic political events and the compromise between socialist ideology and professional scholarship, the Journal as witness and participant, played a special role in the discourse of Chinese socialist architecture.
